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Class Work 1 

 
 
 
 

 
How can we recognize which voice we are using? It is quite easy! 

Usually, passive voice is wordier. Besides, when we use passive 

voice, we usually use 2 verbs (to be + past participle). Moreover, if 

you see “by” it is a good indicator of passive voice. 

 
Short exercise number 1: identify whether the following sentences are active 
or passive. Number 1 is an example. 
 

1. My school is quite big. passive 

2. She doesn’t believe in his lies.  

3. The black little puppy was adopted by the Martinez.  

4. The moon is a satellite.   

5. Choripanes are eaten by Chileans during September holidays.  

6. My teacher speaks five languages! She’s a very smart person.  

7. Many whales were killed by the pirates in the past.  

8. We can’t go to the concert because the tickets are sold out.  

9. The tickets are bought by the fans when they are released.  

10.  Harry Potter is read by the students in the month of April.  

11.  The new iPhone is always released in September.  

12.  Violence against women is still an issue in many countries.  

13.  Michael Latapiat goes to the gym every weekend. He’s a fit man!  

Name: ________________________________________ Date: _______________Group: _________ 
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Remember! 
 In a sentence we have the subject, the action and the object. 

The subject is the person who performs the action. 

The action is the verb. 

The object is who receives the action (it can be a person, an object, 

etc.). 

Short exercise number 2: identify the parts of each sentence. Number one 
and 2 are examples. 

1. British people eat beans for breakfast. 

Subject: british people Action: eat Object: beans 

2. My new shoes are loved by my friends. 

Subject: my friends Action: are loved Object: my new shoes 

3. Batman saves Rachel in Gotham City. 

Subject: Action: Object: 

4. That man is hated by most of his colleagues.  

Subject: Action: Object: 

5. Taylor swift writes her own songs. 

Subject: Action: Object: 

6. Ironman is considered the best Avenger.  

Subject: Action: Object: 

7. The Queen Elizabeth drinks a very expensive tea. 

Subject: Action: Object: 

8. The box is elaborated in the industry. 
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To change the sentence, you have to pay attention to the original one and follow the structure.  
Subject + action + object → Object + subject + action.  

 
 
Remember! 
 In passive voice we form the verb with the verb to be (am, is, are) 
+ verb in past participle. 
You can add the subject with the word “by”. 
 

active passive 

I make a cake. A cake is made. 

Carla paints a wall. A wall is painted by Carla. 

We adopt cats from the street. Cats from the street are adopted. 

 
Short exercise 3: change the following sentences into passive voice. Number 
one is an example. 
 
1. The waitress brings the dishes very quickly. 

The dishes are brought by the waitress very quickly. 

2. The majority of the countries in the world forbid cannibalism. 

 

3. My nephew steals my candies when he homes come! 

 

4. Some people hate pizza with pineapple. 

 

5. Some people love pizza with pepperoni.  

 

 
 
 

 


